
Gadkari welcome PM’s economic package
for MSME, village and cottage industry
sector; says, it will take this sector
to new heights
Union Minister for MSMEs and Road Transport & Highways Shri Nitin Gadkari has
welcomed the Prime Minister’s relief package worth Rs 20 lakh crore announced
this evening. He said, through this historical package, the Prime Minister
has fulfilled the expectations and aspirations of the MSME, village and
cottage industry sector.
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PM gives a clarion call for
Atmanirbhar Bharat
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi addressed the nation today. Recalling those
who have died battling the pandemic, Prime Minister said that the crisis that
has emerged due to COVID-19 is unprecedented, but in this battle, we not only
need to protect ourselves but also have to keep moving forward.
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Transformation of manufacturing
companies post COVID-19,Research be
brought closer to Industryand
collaborations in overcoming COVID 19
challenge:
A day-long digital conference on Rebooting the Economy through Science,
Technology, and Research Translations’ (RESTART),organised on the occasion of
National Technology Day, highlighted the importance of transformation of
manufacturing companiespost-COVID 19 pandemic, collaborations  and that
Research should be brought closer to the Industry  in overcoming the present
challenge.
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Prime Minister Interacts with the
Chief Ministers of all the states and
UTs
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi today interacted with the Chief Ministers
of all the States and UTs in the country to discuss the road ahead in India’s
fight against COVID-19.

In his opening remarks the Prime Minister said, “We now have reasonably clear
indication as to the geographical spread of the pandemic in India, including
the worst affected areas.
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